A. POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

- Diplomacy and International Relations
  
  KORNPROBST Markus (Core Course)

- Culture, Media, Politics
  
  PELILLO Giulia (Advanced Course)

- Geopolitics
  
  SCHUETT Robert (Advanced Course)

- Global Environmental Governance
  
  PATTBÉRG Philipp Henry (Advanced Course)

- Intelligence and Diplomacy in Times of Crises
  
  UNGUREANU Mihai Razvan (Advanced Course)

- Introduction to Cultural Studies
  
  PELILLO Giulia (Advanced Course)

- Latin America – the international and regional setting
  
  MAERK Johannes (Advanced Course)

- Post-Soviet Russia: The Medvedev interim and Putin’s return. Domestic Politics and External Relations
  
  MANGOTT Gerhard (Advanced Course)

- Post-Soviet Russia: The Yeltsin years and the first Putin Presidency
  
  MANGOTT Gerhard (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: Decentering International Relations from the Global South
  
  WALDMÜLLER Johannes (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: How Washington Works
  
  OREI Ido (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: Media and Politics
  
  COUTTO Tatiana (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: Middle Eastern peace negotiations: successes and failures 1973–2020
  
  RABINOVICH Itamar (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: Region Building and World Order
  
  KÜHNHARDT Ludger (Advanced Course)

- Seminar: Russian Foreign Policy
  
  MANGOTT Gerhard (Advanced Course)

- Transatlantic Relations
  
  SCHUETT Robert (Advanced Course)

Elective advanced courses are only available after the core module requirements are fulfilled and/or the student is exempted from the core requirement.
B. INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LAW

- International Environmental Law and Institutions aiming at Sustainable Development
  LOIBL Gerhard (Core Course)
- Principles of EU Law ETIA
  ORATOR Andreas / HESTERMEYER Holger (Core Course)
- Principles of International Law
  WITTICH Stephan (Core Course)
- World Trade Law ETIA
  ORTINO Federico / STOLL Peter-Tobias (Core Course)
- Human Rights in the International and European Perspective
  BENEDIK Wolfgang (Advanced Course)
- IOs and Multilateral Diplomacy DLG+ETIA
  WITTICH Stephan / LOIDL Thomas (Advanced Course)
- Landmark Cases before the ICJ
  HESTERMEYER Holger (Advanced Course)
- Law and Jurisprudence: Basic Notions of European Legal Traditions
  MEISSEL Franz-Stefan (Advanced Course)
- Selected Areas of Substantive EU-Law
  STILLFRIED Georg (Advanced Course)
- UN Simulation: multilateral negotiations on a current topic
  LOIBL Gerhard / KORNPROBST Markus / LOIDL Thomas (Advanced Course)

C. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

- Advanced Topics in Development Economics
  SEIDLER Valentin (Core Course)
- Environmental Economics
  KRISZTIN Tamás (Core Course)
- International Economics DLG + ETIA
  NEUDECK Werner (Core Course)
- Principles of Economics DLG + ETIA
  FELDKIRCHER Martin (Core Course)
- Economic growth and development: Selected topics
  CRESPO CUARESMA Jesus (Advanced Course)
- Economic Growth and Institutions
  KALKSCHMIED Katja (Advanced Course)

Elective advanced courses are only available after the core module requirements are fulfilled and/or the student is exempted from the core requirement.
Economics and politics of international migration
*MÜNZ* Rainer (Advanced Course)

History of Economic Thought
*LINSBICHLER* Alexander (Advanced Course)

Seminar: Economic Consequences of Population Ageing
*FÜRNKranz-Prskawetz* Alexia (Advanced Course)

Seminar: International Trade
*CASELLI* Mauro (Advanced Course)

Seminar: Macroeconomic policymaking
*FELDKIRCHER* Martin (Advanced Course)

**D. CONTEMPORARY HISTORY**

Introduction into Environmental History
*WINIWARTER* Verena (Core Course)

International History, 1775–1945
*COMTE* Emmanuel Paul (Core Course)

Geschichte der Republik Österreich 1918 – 2023 (Préalable–Vorbereitung)
*STELZL-MARX* Barbara (Advanced Course)

History of Economic Thought
*LINSBICHLER* Alexander (Advanced Course)

Russia and the State System, 1500–1991
*MUELLER* Wolfgang (Advanced Course)

Seminar: Perspectives on European History
*STEER* Martina (Advanced Course)

*RUBAN* Kateryna (Advanced Course)

**E. OPTIONAL COURSE**

China: Current Developments and Historic Perspectives
*TRAPPL* Richard (Optional Course)

Conflict Resolution in Africa
*PONDI* Jean-Emmanuel (Optional Course)

Cooperation and Trust
*KEMP* Walter (Optional Course)

Current Issues: a series of lectures on current issues
*BRIX* Emil (Optional Course)
Dynamics of African Integration
*PONDI Jean-Emmanuel (Optional Course)*

International Law: Practical Case Studies (Préalable Vorbereitung)
*SCHUSTERSCHITZ Gregor / BÜHLER Konrad (Optional Course)*

International Organisations in Geneva; human rights and humanitarian law
*TICHY Helmut (Optional Course)*

Judicial protection in the European Union
*AIZIZI Josef (Optional Course)*

Kultur und Literatur in der Ersten und Zweiten Republik
*MÜLLER-FUNK Wolfgang (Optional Course)*

Kulturdiplomatie – Kulturmanagement: A Practitioner's Look
*AUTENGRUBER Christian / RUSZ Regina (Advanced Course)*

Politics of Memory in Europe (1918 to the present)
*BRIX Emil (Optional Course)*

Real Politics – How does it really work? Israel and Middle East case study Part 1
*BURG Avraham (Optional Course)*

Real Politics – How does it really work? Israel and Middle East case study Part 2
*BURG Avraham (Optional Course)*

TECH DIPLOMACY: A New Tool and Practice in International Relations between Governments and the Private Sector
*RAUCHBAUER Martin (Optional Course)*

The current UN Development Agenda – One Global Development Agenda up to 2030: Part 1
(The making of the SDGs)
*SAJDIK Martin (Optional Course)*

The current UN Development Agenda – One Global Development Agenda up to 2030: Part 2
(The Agenda’s Financing)
*SAJDIK Martin (Optional Course)*

The EU in Crisis – Lessons learned in a decade of EU crisis management
*LEHNE Stefan (Optional Course)*

The Middle East in World Politics
*HARRER Gudrun (Optional Course)*

Transnational Organized Crime – Threats and Impact
*KEMP Walter (Optional Course)*

Ukraine: from the Minsk agreements to open war – background and international efforts for conflict settlement
*SAJDIK Martin (Optional Course)*

---

Elective advanced courses are only available after the core module requirements are fulfilled and/or the student is exempted from the core requirement.